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Why French women of a particular age are the consummate hostesses,
homemakers, and style icons--and how you can be, too.
Frenchwomen--especially those 40 and over--are role models for stylish
and gracious living, what the French contact l'art de vivre. Now she
explores why Frenchwomen of a particular age are master hostesses and
homemakers, professional practioners of les bonnes manièAmerican-born
fashion journalist Tish Jett, who provides studied these women for a
long time, shared their beauty secrets in her initial book, Forever
Chic. She explores everyday style and elegance, disclosing how exactly
to create that unique bien dans sa peau (to feel good about oneself)
sensation so coveted by Frenchwomen. Jett explains how to entertain such
as a Frenchwoman, including a glimpse into the common French larder from
which a delicious meal could be thrown together with ease, to detailed
instruction on laying a lovely table and crafting a perfect cheese plate
(did you know that when trimming from a wedge of cheese, slice from the
back to the point, which is the "center" of the cheese, and as such
considered the very best part rather than to end up being lopped off so
others cannot appreciate it).res along with everyday beauty, savoir-
faire, and for that reason, la joie de vivre. With tips about adjusting
your beauty and design regimes seasonally, charmingly packaged with
color illustrations, Living Forever Chic is certainly a delightful
present for the Francophile in your life. Jett also shares the
importance of discipline, which goes hand in hand with beauty--a well-
ordered closet, become it for clothing or linens, means easy everyday
elegance.
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A wonderful addition to the "how exactly to live a good life" books This
book is an attractively designed, uplifting narrative of what ultimately
makes an excellent life: the cultivation of serenity, dignity, poise,
style and kindness. The author generously shares her insights gleaned
from decades of surviving in France and getting together with its
tastemakers and normal French women. She provides many enchanting
examples of finding small pleasures during the day.Lett sprinkles the
reserve with historical notes, ideas, sometimes in list type, sometimes
a single offering — just how many people guests make the perfect dinner
party? Looking towards implementing all what provides been taught and
learned from it. Great fun and useful too in creating a Life Well Lived
How can you fail with a reserve that starts with this: “With each
passing birthday, I realize that one of the most important goals in my
lifestyle is serenity”? She interviews women of renowned for their
exquisite taste, after that relays her findings with such warmth and
elegance. Done well indeed! Lovely and charming. She’s a gem, therefore
is this wonderful reserve. Another splendidly researched and written
life style book by Tish Jett There are many books approximately
Frenchwomen and joie de vivre available today (and I most likely own all
of them), but Tish Jett’s books will be the absolute best. The writer
delivers on this promising opening, offering possibly live-changing
attitude resets for us women of a particular age hand and hand with fun
and inexpensive suggestions for living an excellent life.The entire
theme is a Life Well-Lived (a la Francaise.) Jett’s prescriptions are to
understand the simple.! Quality in everything. Mix high and low. Avoid
the artificiality of chi-chi in favor of being calm. Choose modesty over
ostentation. (I’ll keep it to you to discover Lagarde’s description,
it’s delightful!We especially enjoyed the component about setting a desk
and entertaining!. Every suggestion the author makes is normally
expounded on by a French professional in the field. A pleasant book but
slightly an excessive amount of name dropping. Focus on the details.The
book is well written and easy to read. Jett and her husband have
different views, you select — and recipes for everything from French
entrees to skin rejuvenators to sachets. The best parts were snippets
about her spouse and her girl Andrea, how Tish brought her to France
thirty years ago, how Andrea applies these concepts to her lifestyle in
Chicago.Great fun and, if the stickies I have attached to every other
web page are any indication, a really useful book too! Entertaining I
loved Tish's 1st book which second one will not disappoint! Great fun,
personable and written in such a wayyou feel just like its a pal
offering tips of most kinds! CHIC and INFORMATIVE I loved everything
about the book and browse it in two times time. Value the read and an
excellent gift for individuals who love Paris and all things
French!would have been better without that. A must have! Be kind and
make everyone feel safe. Lovely book. I have ordered copies as presents
for like-minded friends. Charming This is a very entertaining and



enjoyable continuation of Trish Jett’s earlier book. No one else writes
just how Tish does. Boring Poorly written A good book to give as a
Christmas present.!. And always sustain your sense of
question.CONGRATULATIONS on another little GEM! Methods to Enhance One's
Joie de Vivre Tish Jett does it again, with a chatty publication that
feels like talking to a good friend. We ought to all desire to joie de
vivre, and Tish shares many insights from France to improve the artwork
of living. (She's influenced me to host even more dinner parties for
close friends, for one. Well written and researched, Tish has given us
another book to educate, amuse entertain us. Well written and
researched!) A fun read, especially on a dark winter day. I purchased
two books, 1 for myself and a single for a friend for Christmas. To read
her book feels like you’re catching up with a dear friend over a coupe
of Champagne. It’s worth the read. A cross between smart suggestions and
interesting musings the book gives us another cause to love this author!
Some are excellent surprises: she would go to Christine Lagarde, very
long time director of the International Monetary Fund, to help define
l’art de vivre al la Francaise...It was interesting and educational.And
she applies these concepts to the areas of a woman’s lifestyle, from
entertaining to homemaking to beauty to how to be elegant. I've even
tried many of the suggestions in both books!
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